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"I&apos;ve been a fan of McClellan for a LONG time, but this is my FAVORITE of her series."Ã‚Â ~

Hungry for Books,  top 500 reviewerLucien, aÃ‚Â centuries-oldÃ‚Â vampire, lives a solitary life with

his mind and heart blocked to the past. But all that changes when he meets Eve, a witch who not

only stirs an ancient power withinÃ‚Â himÃ‚Â but also teaches him to love again. This new life is

threatened, however, when a powerful vampire who calls himself the Dark Prince vows to unleash a

plague upon the earth. And he&apos;s after Eve to help him do it.To save her, Lucien will have to

face the monsters of his past, but when they collide with the present, the consequences prove

deadly, making his worst nightmare come true. ** This is book two in The Devil Series. Start the

journey with book one The Devil&apos;s Fool **
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I was lucky enough to read this book prior to publication, but I still grabbed a copy once it went live

as it was too good of a book to have read for free--besides which, I wanted the opportunity to read a

final format on my kindle whenever I want! The story continues shortly after where The Devil's Fool

left off, but from Lucien's point of view. It was intriguing to see things from his perspective, and



definitely the right POV choice for this story. We went from getting to see Eve fall in love with Lucien

to getting to see Lucien fall in love with Eve. I have to say, I've been a fan of McClellan or a LONG

time...but this is my FAVORITE of her series. This story was an adventure with one turn after the

other, and I'm really curious to see how the third book will be approached, and also what the

conclusion to this trilogy will be!

Since I am a reader that stumbled on to this series in the last two weeks and is moving onto the

third book of Devil. Should tell you something about my hunger to fine a worthy read. This was part

of a twenty box set and out of the twenty I pick this one to continue its series. Supernatural pulling

me in with a fresh storyline that does hold you to each page. Strong characters with surprisingly

hidden gifts. But, you got to get Eve over her hang ups and stop making her wishy - washy.

Powerful witch that is immortal and you keep throwing her off cliffs. Give your readers a break and

give her . . . big boy pants. Kick ass Eve.

Just finished and it has taken 3 weeks to finish the first 2 books ( Devil's Fool and Devil's Angel) for

me it's fast... Usually 3 weeks is one book, if I even finish them. I get bored very easily. I take them

everywhere I go and read the book any chance I get. Devil's Angel is just as good as the first. Eve

trying to get her feeling across to Lucien and still allowing him to choose was great, makes me

wonder if I have to be a vampire to find true love...LOL MUST READ AND CONTINUE THE

SERIES. Maybe someone she think movies for these. Better then the other Vampire movies that

came out, no names mentioned but we know which ones.It leaves you with questions so I shall read

on

Lucian hated hid older brother when he was growing up remember? He killed his little dog. Well

anyway I hated him and then in the end it was like he had looked up to him how he. had became a

monster after being turned but it didn't feel right. I don't know I thought the story line sort of faded.

The dynamics between Eve and Lucien are so moving. The ups and downs, ins and outs of it right

up until he can no longer fight his feelings. Finally hearing about his past and why he feels he is

beyond redemption brings a nice depth to the story line. Im interested to see if Lucien and Charlie

can ever become friends.

I cannot believe this was written by the same author. The entire book changed perspective and it



just didn't work for me. It almost seems like the book was written before the first was completed, as

there are (just in the beginning) some character actions that don't fit the end of the first book. It took

me a week to get through the first few chapters. I am now halfway through and just cannot keep

reading. I enjoyed the first of the series enough to happily continue the story here, but that's as far

as I can go.

Awesome storyline, and characters were fantastic. I will have to go back and read the first book and

then the third one. This story moves in unexpected ways and keeps you glued to find out what

happens next. A well worth while series to read. A must have for fantasy readers.

Another awesome book. Very exciting this book keeps you on edge. Can't wait to read the next. Eve

is a powerful witch who falls in love with lucien who she is trying to bring out his good.
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